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In our previous paperl)， we proved the iollowing : 

Let D be a domain in C" and let jf.，.f be a sequence 0/ ルnctionsin D such 

thaf 

( i ) ; 1fj f is bounded at eachρoint 0/ D， i. e・， 1fl戸)fis a bounded subset 0/ the 
comlうlexJうlaneC eachρointρED， 

(ii); the sequence j Gjf 01 gJiα〆:1$01 fi coηverges mωιally to an analytic set A in 

DxC. 

Then the sequence 1fj f converges uη to a holomonうhicβmctionin D on eveη 

comtact subset 01 D. 

111 this note we show that the condition (ii) cited above is weakel1ed， that is we 

show the following 

THEOREM @ Let D be a domain in Cn and let 1fjf be a sequence 01 holornoゆhic

βmctio倒的 Dsuch that 

( i ) ; f is bounded at each point 0/ D， 

( i i) ; the sequence 1 f 01 gr，ゅhs0/んco仰 ergesge01netηcally to a prope1' analytic set 

A in Dx C. 

Then 1fjf coηverges to a holom仰がlZCβmctioη inD on every compact subset 01 

D. 

Proof Let E be a set of non fine point of A， that isρ生Ei/仰 donかifthe set 

A(t)=Aハ{(ムω)EC"十 1f has no finite accumulating point. Then E is a proper analytic 

set in D2). Let E D -E， then since 1fiPo) f is bounded there exists at least one limit 

point qo・ Bythe definition of the geometric convergence， it holds that (jうo，q0)εA. 

Since A is proper and since ρ。キEwe can take an open polydisc ム ~D~E with center 

at ρo and an open disc U~ C with center at q 0 such that A ハ(ム xaU)=φThen there 

1) On normality of a family of holomorphic functions， Publications RIMS， Vol 9， N 0‘ 3， 1974. 
2) See ibid.， section 2. 
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exists a integer j 0 such that ムxaU)=o and G jn (ムxU)羊件 forall j ミ

Jo・ Letπ:ム>(U→ム bethe natural projection and put 

T{J==πI Gp  (ム>< (ム×切一→ム。

Then it is easily seen thatπj is a proper mapping， so that ム>(町ム isan 

analytic cover3)， Thus 7ろisonto. This means that is bounded onム，

that is jl i8 uniformly bounded on D-E. Let βoEE. Since E is a proper analytic 

set in by a linear change of coordinate if necessary， we may assume that there 

exists a polydiscムwithcenter atρo such that E does not meet with the distinguished 

ofム. Then the maximum princip!e of the holomorphic Ujl is 

bounded onム. That 1S 1f~ I is iocally uniform!y bounded on and then 1ん isa 

normal family固Ifa subsequence U川 of I converges to a holomorphic function f 

on every compact set in D， then 1 Gめ converges to the graph of f and 
A =graph ofメ Fromthis， i itself converges uniformly to f on every compact set in 
D. 

REMARK l. Under the condition of the above theorem， the set E is in fact empty 

since A is a graph of a holomorphic function， 

REMARK 20 The conditions ( i )， ( ii) are said in other words as follows 

( i) ; is bounded at each point of D and equicontinuous at some point ρoED， 

( i j) ; the sequence 1 G j t converges geometrically to an set A in D x仁

In fact， we have to show that A is proper， There exists an open polydiscムζD

and a positive constant M such that I fj (的 I豆M ifριム Thus if (九

thenlql豆 thatis A is a proper analytic set. 

3) See， for example， Gunning R.c.， and Rossi H.， Analytic functions of several complex variables， 

Chapter 1lI， B. 




